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Disclaimer

1. Accountability for content
The GRC e.V. cannot guarantee the contents' accuracy, completeness or topicality. According to statutory provisions, we are furthermore responsible for our own content on these web pages. In this matter, please note that we are not obliged to monitor the transmitted or saved information of third parties, or investigate circumstances pointing to illegal activity. Our obligations to remove or block the use of information under generally applicable laws remain unaffected by this as per §§ 8 to 10 of the Telemedia Act (TMG).

2. Accountability for links
Responsibility of the operator of these web pages as per § 7 of the Telemedia Act (TMG) is solely restricted to his own content. This web page also contains links to external pages. Responsibility for the content of external links (to web pages of third parties) lies solely with the operators of the linked pages. We are not responsible for the current or future design, content or authorship of external links or linked web pages.

we declare that no violations were evident to us at the time of linking to external pages. It is not reasonable to permanently control the content of external pages. Should any legal infringement become known to us, we will remove the respective link immediately.

3. Copyright
The copyright for published content created by the GRC Team on our web pages are subject to German copyright law. Every form of utilizing, reproducing or processing works subject to copyright protection on our web pages, texts, videos and graphics require the prior written consent of the respective owner of the rights. Individual reproductions of a work and downloads are only allowed for private use.

In all its publications, the DRK eV strives to respect the copyrights of the images, graphics, audio and video clips and texts, and to use his own pictures, graphics, audio and video clips and texts or license-free graphics, audio and video clips and texts.

All mentioned brands and trademarks may possibly be protected by third parties are subject to of applicable trademark law and the ownership rights of the copyright owner. The mere mention does not draw the conclusion that trademarks are not protected by law!

4. Data Privacy
If within this website, there is the possibility to enter personal or business data (email addresses, names, addresses), the disclosure of this data by the user is done on a voluntary basis. The use and possibly payment of all offered services - if technically
possible and reasonable - is possible without disclosing such data or by providing anonymous data or a pseudonym. A forwarding to third parties is not done without the explicit consent of the user. (see also our Data Privacy Policy).

The use of postal addresses, telephone and fax numbers and email addresses published under the imprint or comparable information is not permitted for sending unsolicited information. We expressly reserve the right to legal action against senders of spam mails in violation of this prohibition.

5. Legal validity of this disclaimer

This disclaimer is to be regarded as part of the information which referred to this page. If sections or individual formulations of this text are not, no longer or not completely correct, the remaining parts of the document remain unaffected in their content and validity.